
After Government and Binding theoryEdward Stabler, UCLA, draft, February 2010revised version in J.van Benthem and A. ter Meulen, eds., Handbook of Logi and Language, 2nd EditionThe tradition in syntax alled Government and Binding (GB) theory has been transformed by Chomsky(1995b) and following work, with a number of rather di�erent, sustained e�orts to keep struturesand mehanisms to a minimum, avoiding the notion of `government', for example, and preferringmehanisms that an be motivated by phonologial or semanti requirements. The simpler strutureof these reent `Minimalist' proposals has failitated algebrai and logial studies, situating theseproposals with respet to other traditions. Some of these developments are very briey reviewed here.
1 Theoretial developmentsAs disussed in Higginbotham (1997, x3.1), GB theory provides onstituent struture with the meh-anisms of X-bar theory: projeting eah head of ategory X to an intermediate phrase X' that mayontain a omplement phrase YP, so that X' = [X,YP℄, and then projeting X further to a maximalprojetion XP that may ontain a spei�er phrase ZP, so that XP=[ZP,X'℄. Following Muysken (1982)and others, Chomsky (1995a, 2007) observes that this theory simply enodes the fat that ertainproperties of phrases X' and XP are determined by the ategory of the head X. So rather than propa-gating a ategory label to eah projetion, it suÆes to let the head itself be the label. In a omplexontaining two elements X;Y , the label an be indiated by putting it �rst in an ordered pair hX;Y i,ommonly written in the Minimalist literature with the set-theoreti notation fX; fX;Y gg. In suh aomplex, we say that the element or ategory X `projets', and that Y is `maximal' in the sense thatit does not projet here.1 (The order of elements in the pair is not generally the same as the order inwhih the elements are pronouned, as disussed in x1.2 below.)Chomsky (2007) notes that in GB theory and its immediate anteedents, a struture is builtand then suessively modi�ed in \�ve separate yles: X-bar theory projeting D-struture, overtoperations yielding S-struture, overt operations yielding LF, and ompositional mappings to [sensory-motor℄ and [oneptual℄ interfaes." But in reent proposals, struture is built in a single sequene ofoperations, with eah step simply extending the omplexes built by earlier steps. In some proposals,ertain steps form phrases whih are phases, with omplements that beome available for pronuniationand interpretation and hene unavailable for further struture-manipulation in the syntax (Chomsky,2004; Uriagereka, 1999). The basi struture building operation, Merge, is usually desribed with twoases.2 External merge (EM) simply takes two elements X;Y and pairs them to produe fX; fX;Y gg.When Y is already part of X, another similar operation is possible, one whih merges a opy of Yindividuated by referene to its position in X; this operation is a movement of Y , now more often alledinternal merge (IM). That is, an IM step is usually regarded as produing a multidominane struture.Using oindexing to indiate this multidominane, if we writeX[Yi℄ to indiate thatX properly ontainsan ourrene of Yi, then IM applies to X[Yi℄ and Yi to produe the pair fX[Yi℄; fX[Yi℄; Yigg.3With this perspetive on movement, Chomsky suggests that human languages are designed tobalane two pressures, namely, to keep arguments adjaent to prediates, and to expliitly markdisourse and sopal properties. \Language seeks to satisfy the duality in the optimal way, EM servingone funtion and IM the other," Chomsky (2008, pp.140-1) says, \The orrelation is reasonably lose,and perhaps would be found to be perfet if we understood enough."1Obviously, if properties of X;Y determine whih is the label of the omplex they form, then while the notationfX; fX;Y gg is redundant (Collins, 2002; Chomsky, 1995b, p.243), the notation fX;Y g is inexpliit. So it is no surprisethat Chomsky (1995b, p.246) also onsiders a third option, \It is natural, then, to take the label of [the omplex℄ K[formed from � and �℄ to be not � itself, but rather H(K), a deision that leads to tehnial simpli�ation. Assuming so,we take K=fH(K),f�; �gg where H(K) is the head of �. . . " This introdution uses the most ommon, expliitly labeledset theoreti pair fX; fX;Y gg, without exploring the many variants of these views in the literature.2Other ases of merge have been proposed. `Pair Merge' is a a kind of adjuntion operation (Chomsky, 2004). `ParallelMerge' has been proposed to handle oordination and ertain other onstrutions (Citko, 2005). And a `Sidewards Merge'operation has also been proposed (Nunes, 2001). We leave these aside here.3The multidominane strutures usually proposed are like trees exept that some elements an be immediatelydominated by more than one node; so they are unordered, direted, ayli, labeled graphs. Kraht (2008) provides aareful analysis.



There are many di�erent proposals about the onditions under whih a sequene of Merge stepsyields a omplete, well-formed derivation, determined in part by features of the lexial items, onditionson the result (interfae onditions), and various kinds of least e�ort onditions. There are also variousdi�erent proposals about how the derived expression is pronouned and interpreted, determined inpart by the phoneti properties of the lexial elements and the operations that a�et them. Obviously,the real ontent of eah partiular theory is in these details; we briey and informally survey a few ofthem here and then mention some formal assessments.1.1 FeaturesIn GB theory, Wh-movement is triggered by a (possibly empty) omplementizer with a +Wh feature(Higginbotham, 1997, x6). In Minimalism, the triggering head is often alled a probe, the movingelement is alled a goal, and there are various proposals about the relations among the features thattrigger syntati e�ets. Chomsky (1995b, p.229) begins with the assumption that features representrequirements whih are heked and deleted when the requirement is met. This �rst assumption ismodi�ed almost immediately so that only a proper subset of the features, namely the `formal,' `un-interpretable' features, are deleted by heking operations in a suessful derivation (Collins, 1997;Chomsky, 1995b, x4.5). Another idea is that ertain features, in partiular the features of ertain fun-tional ategories, may be initially unvalued, beoming valued by entering into appropriate struturalon�gurations with other elements (Chomsky, 2008; Hiraiwa, 2005). And some reent work adopts theview that features are never deleted (Chomsky, 2007, p.11). These issues remain unresolved.There is also the substantive question: what are the syntati features? What properties of lexialitems and of omplexes is the derivation sensitive to? Some early work in Minimalism stays loseto GB theory, assuming ategorial features N (noun), V (verb), A (adjetive), P (preposition), T(tense), D (determiner), and so on, with additional features for agreement (often alled � features):Person, Number, Gender,. . . , and for movement: Wh, Case, Fous,. . . . Reent work has anatomizedthese features and provided additional struture. Analysis of traditional ategorial features in termsof more basi properties �V, �N, originally suggested in the GB era (Chomsky, 1970), has beendeveloped further (Baker, 2003). And the features impliated in overt movement of elements to phraseedges (formerly sometimes alled `liensors') seem to have distintive syntati and semanti properties(Rizzi, 1997; Rizzi, 2004; Chomsky, 2004; Boekx, 2008b). Finally, developing earlier ideas about basilausal requirements enoded in an `extended projetion priniple' (Chomsky, 1981; Chomsky, 1982),the speial features triggering movement (`EPP') are now often distinguished from the rest (Chomsky,2000b; Boekx, 2008a). The presene or absense of these features is similar to the `strong' or `weak'features of GB theories.1.2 Linear orderIn GB theory, the linear order of pronouned elements in a syntati struture is typially assumedto vary from one language to another even at D-struture. For example, English grammar mightinlude (perhaps as part of `Case Theory') the stipulation that heads preede their omplements,and the stipulation that subjets preede verb phrases; these are fundamental parameters of languagevariation (Koopman, 1983; Travis, 1984; Chomsky, 1982, pp.9-11, for example). Kayne (1994) takes avery di�erent approah. Greenberg (1963) observes that ertain onstituent orders are rare, aross alllanguages. For example, while the neutral order subjet-verb-objet(SVO) is fairly ommon, OSV, VOS and OVS are very rare. And onsidering the orders of (1)demonstrative, (2) numeral, (3) adjetive, and (4) noun in noun phases, the order 1234 is quite ommon,but some orders are unattested: 2134, 2143, 2413, 4213, 3124, and 3142. Reent studies on�rm theseobservations (Cinque, 2005; Hawkins, 1983). Kayne proposes that some of these regularities maybe due in part to a very simple strutural fat: universally, heads take omplements on the right andspei�ers on their left. If a verb underlyingly takes its objet as omplement on its right, and its subjetas spei�er on its left (Koopman and Sportihe, 1991), and if all movement is to spei�er position, onthe left, then while all orders an still be derived, some orders will require more steps in their derivationthan others.4 Noting that linear order is needed only at the PF interfae, Chomsky (1995a, x4.8) alsoproposes adopting some variant of Kayne's proposal. With this kind of view, the parameters of word4This motivation for underlying SVO order is ritiqued by Abels and Neeleman (2006) and Stabler (2010).
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order variation in grammar are determined struturally, for example, by the properties of (sometimesempty) funtional elements in the lexion that may trigger movements.With Kayneian assumptions, a moved element Yi will be pronouned before X[Yi℄ in the pairfX[Yi℄; fX[Yi℄; Yigg, at the `left edge' beause it is in a spei�er position. As for the lower ourreneof Yi in X[Yi℄, alled the `trae' position in GB theory, usually it is not pronouned at all. But inertain ases, it seems that the trae is interpreted as if it were in its original position (Higginbotham,1997, x6), and in ertain `partial movement' and `overt opying' onstrutions, a moved element (orparts of it) is apparently pronouned more than one (Bo�skovi� and Nunes, 2007), as in the Vata (1a)from Koopman (1983), the Yoruba (1b) from Kobele (2006), the German (1) from MDaniel (2004),and the Portuguese (1d) from Martins (2007):(1) a. lieat �awe li-daeat-past zu�eyesterday sak�arie`We ATE rie yesterday'b. Ri-rabuying adiehiken tirel JimoJimo rabuy adiehiken`the fat that Jimo bought hiken'. Wenwhom glaubtthinks HansHans wenwhome JakobJakob gesehenseen hat?has`Who does Hans think Jakob saw?'d. Sabesknow-2sg se/quewhether/that elehe vemomes �ato-the festa,party sabesknow-2sg`You do know whether he is oming to the party'There has been some ontroversy about whether VP ellipsis, sluiing and other onstrutions also,at least sometimes, involve deletion of a full syntati opy (Dalrymple, Shieber, and Pereira, 1991;Fiengo and May, 1995). Notie for example that, in at least some English dialets, pronuniation ofthe parenthesized phrase is fairly natural in (2a), to overtly express what has been ellided, while it isvery unnatural with the non-opies in (2b):(2) a. John went to the store, and Mary did too (go to the store)b. John went to the store, and Mary did too (?go out, ?buy groeries).Empirial and formal studies of these onstrutions are ongoing (Merhant, 2003; Kehler, 2002; John-son, 2008).1.3 Least e�ort and loality for IM and AgreeIn GB theory, it is assumed that maximal projetions and heads an both move, subjet to ertainloality onditions. Heads an only move to the `losest' head position in a ertain sense, and maximalprojetions annot move aross more than one 'bounding node' or `barrier'. In early Minimalistproposals, there are various proposals of a similar nature: the `shortest move onstraint' (Chomsky,1995b, x3.2) and the `minimal link ondition' (Chomsky, 1995b, x4.5), et. More reent work introdues`phases' whih like the `bounding nodes' of GB theory provide absolute bounds of a ertain sort(Chomsky, 2001; Chomsky, 2000a). These proposals and other alternatives are surveyed and omparedto GB theory in many plaes (Boekx, 2008; Boekx and Grohmann, 2007; Bo�skovi�, 2007; Hornstein,Lasnik, and Uriagereka, 2007; Rizzi, 1997), but it remains unlear how movement should be bounded.As noted in x1.1, IM is triggered by a ertain kind of orrespondene between the features of aliensing head or `probe' and an element that needs to be liensed, a `goal'. One idea is that a probeis a `funtional' element with an unvalued feature; it seeks a goal with a mathing feature; the goalassigns a value to the probe; and IM ours if the probe has a ertain additional property (e.g. an`EPP' feature). It is oneivable that the �rst steps of identifying a mathing pair and assigning afeature value ould our without movement, an operation alled Agree (Chomsky, 2008; Chomsky,2007; Chomsky, 2000a). In GB theory, agreement was often supposed to be a reex of loal spei�er-head relations (Kayne, 1989; Sportihe, 1998), but many reent proposals assume that agreement isa long-distane, movement-like relation (Chomsky, 2000b), as in the following Hindi example from
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Boekx (2004) in whih the matrix verb haah agrees not with its subjet but with the embeddedobjet(3) Vivek-neVivek-erg [kitaabbook.f parh-nii℄read-inf.f haah-iiwant-pfv.v`Vivek wants to read the book'In suh approahes, Agree is often assumed to have di�erent loality onditions from IM, attributedto the fat that it does not move any material with phoneti properties, but simply assigns values tofeatures.1.4 Head movementIn GB theory, phrasal movement is distinguished from head movement. The two operations seem notonly to displae di�erent kinds of elements, but they seem to respet di�erent loality requirements(Koopman, 1983; Travis, 1984), and unlike phrasal movement, head movement seems to have nosemanti onsequenes. This perspetive has been hallenged on a number of fronts. Brody (2000)proposes that at least some head movement is a reex of syntati struture. Chomsky suggeststhat this operation might operate at the phoneti interfae, with striter loality onditions and nosemanti e�ets for that reason (Chomsky, 1995b; Chomsky, 2000b; Boekx and Stjepanovi, 2001).But reent work suggests that head movement atually does have semanti e�ets (Matushansky, 2006;Roberts, 2006). Furthermore, omparative and diahroni studies suggest that head movement andphrasal movement are losely related (den Besten and Edmondson, 1983; Kroh and Santorini, 1991).Koopman and Szabolsi (2000) propose that many apparent head movements are really instanes of`remnant movement'. A remnant movement is movement of a a phrase from whih something hasalready been extrated. When a phrase moves after all of its spei�ers and omplements (if any) havebeen extrated, this phrasal movement will look like head movement, if it is appropriately bounded. InGB analyses, remnant movement was usually bloked by some version of the Proper Binding Constraint(PBC), whih requires that a moved phrase always -ommands its trae (Fiengo, 1977; Lasnik andSaito, 1994).5 But the PBC bloks a number of seemingly well-supported, early analyses in English,German, Nweh and many other languages (den Besten and Webelhuth, 1990; Nkemnji, 1995):(4) a. [VPCritiized by his boss t1℄2 John1 has never been t2.b. [APHow likely [t1 to win℄℄2 is3 John1 t3 t2?. [VP t1 Gelesen℄2read hathas [dasthe Buh℄1book [keinernoone t2℄.d. njikemhe aAgr keP1 [teneg ti akend=8℄jplaintains pf�tieat tjThese and other analyses �nally toppled the PBC (M�uller, 1998; Abels, 2007), allowing new analyseslike Kayne's (1998, p.134) struture (5a), and the treatment of Hungarian verbal omplexes proposedby Koopman and Szabolsi (2000, p.62) in (5b):(5) a. John [VPreads t1℄2 [no novels℄1 t2.b. Nemnot akartamwanted-1sg kezdenibegin-inf [sz�etapart szednitake-inf t1℄2 athe [r�adi�ot℄1℄ t2radio-aWith this kind of remnant movement, the empirial arguments for head movement an be reassessed.The proper treatment of what GB theory alls `head movement' relations remains an open question.
2 Algebrai analysesAlthough the quik survey of reent work in the previous setion might seem to suggest that everythingis in ux in Minimalist theory, the relative simpliity of reent proposals has allowed mathematialanalyses that reveal a remarkable onsensus, not just among various minimalist proposals (Thm. 2),but also between these and other grammatial traditions (Thm. 1). From this perspetive, the many5This requirement is disussed, but not named, in Higginbotham (1997, x5.2).
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hanges and ontroversies reviewed in the previous setion involve matters of detail, relatively smalladjustments in a framework that is fairly stable and fairly simple. That is, many of the adjustments atthe enter of ontroversies now, adjustments direted towards providing the most insightful perspetive,are not a�eting the broad mathematial and omputational properties of grammar. One exeption,disussed below, onerns the fundamental properties of movement, IM.As just reviewed, GB derivations build a basi tree (`D-struture') whih is then repeatedly altered,but Minimalist proposals are muh simpler. Certain operations simply apply to onstrut omplexesfrom lexial items. This suggests that, at least as a good �rst approximation, Minimalist grammarsde�ne (partial) algebras by losing a �nite set of (lexial) elements with respet to a small number of(partial) struture building operations (Keenan and Stabler, 2003).6For eah ategorial feature N, V, A, P,. . . , let's suppose that we have orresponding seletionfeatures =N, =V, =A, =P,. . . . And in addition to the `liensor' features +Wh, +Case, +Fous,. . . ,we have orresponding `liensee' features -Wh, -Case, -Fous,. . . . Call the set of ategorial, seletion,liensor, and liensee features F . Using standard spellings of words � to represent phoneti andsemanti properties, we pair sequenes � 2 �� of these elements with feature sequenes � 2 F � usinga binary type onstrutor :: for lexial items, obtaining pairs � :: �. A lexion Lex is a �nite set ofstring-feature sequene pairs � :: �. In derived, non-lexial expressions, sequenes � 2 �� and features� 2 F � will be paired with a di�erent onstrutor : to yield � : �.We de�ne struture building funtions mapping trees to trees, so we regard Lex as providing a stokof 1-node labeled trees, where the labels are the strutured arrays � :: � of features. As mentionedabove, in some of the prominent Minimalist theories, heads preede the �rst elements they merge with(their `omplements') and follow any later elements they merge with (their `spei�ers'). With thispreliminary assumption, it is onvenient to put the linear order into the syntati trees. Nothing inthe syntax will refer to this order, so we an regard it as oming from the phoneti interfae, followingstandard Minimalist proposals. So instead of building pairs fX; fX;Y gg, we will build labeled orderedtrees with a linear order signifying the temporal sequene (to whih the syntati operations will neverrefer), and marking the head of eah omplex not by linear position in a pair but by labeling internalnodes with symbols > or < that `point' to the head. So for example, in the following tree, node 1 isthe head, with omplement 2 and spei�er 3: >3 <1 2A tree with one node heads itself, and in any tree with more than one node, we �nd the head of thetree by following the arrows from the root. The maximal projetion of any head n is the largest subtreeheaded by n. At the leaves, we will have pairs of phoneti-syntati feature sequenes � :: � or � : �.When no onfusion will result, we sometimes write the 1-node tree with label � : � simply as �.We an now de�ne struture building operations em and im inspired by the Minimalist operationsEM and IM. When the head of a tree is labeled � :: f� or � : f�, so that its syntati features beginwith feature f , we sometimes refer to that tree as t[f ℄ and use t to represent the result of deleting the�rst feature f and possibly hanging the type to :, so that the head of t is labeled � : �. De�ne thefuntion em from pairs of trees to trees as follows,
em(t1[=f ℄; t2[f ℄) =

8>>>><>>>>:
<t1 t2 if t1 has exatly 1 node>t2 t1 otherwise.Notie that em is triggered by a seletion feature =f and a orresponding ategory f , deleting both.Now we de�ne the unary funtion im whih applies to a tree if and only if, �rst, its head has�rst syntati feature +f , and seond, it satis�es the following simple version of the `shortest moveonstraint' (SMC): the tree ontains at most one head with �rst syntati feature -f . The value of thefuntion is the result of replaing the maximal projetion of the t[-f ℄ subtree with the empty subtree �,6Compare, for example, Chomsky (2000b, pp.100-101).
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and put the orresponding subtree t with -f deleted into spei�er position. That is, letting tft1 7! t2gbe the result of replaing t1 by t2 in t, and letting t>1 be the maximal projetion of the head of t1,
im(t1[+f ℄) = >t>2 t1ft2[-f ℄> 7! �g if (SMC) exatly one head in t1[+f ℄has -f as its �rst feature.So im is triggered by a liensor feature +f and a orresponding liensee feature -f , deleting both.Let's all these simple grammars G = hLex; fem; imgi MGs after the Minimalist grammars thatinspire them. Sine MG generating funtions em; im are �xed, eah MG is determined by its lexionLex. For any suh grammar, let the strutures S(G) be the losure of Lex with respet to em; im.Let the ompleted strutures be the trees in S(G) with exatly 1 syntati feature, namely, the `start'ategory at the head. And let the set of sentenes L(G) be the phoneti yields of ompleted strutures.For example, onsider the following grammar G with 8 lexial items, numbered here for onveniene:(1) Marie::D Pierre::D (5)(2) praises::=D =D V knows::=C =D V (6)(3) �::=V +wh �::=V C (7)(4) who::D -wh and::=C =C C (8)Applying em and im to these items, we �nd some of the strutures in S(G):

em(2,4)=(9)<praises:=D V who:-wh
em(9,1)=(10)>Marie <praises:V who:-wh

em(3,10)=(11)<�:+wh C >Marie <praises who:-wh

im(11)=(12)>who <�:C >Marie <praises(To redue lutter, when a node is labeled � : �, we simply write �, and when a node is labeled � : �we do not write any label at all.) If C is the designated `start' ategory, then these steps show thatwho Marie praises is in the set of sentenes L(G). We an also derive Marie praises Pierre, and Pierreknows who Marie praises, and in�nitely many other sentenes. In GB theory, the tree (12) would besomething like this, o-indexing the moved element DP0 with its trae t0:
CPDP0D'Dwho

C'C VPDPD'DMarie
V'Vpraises DPt0

MGs an de�ne non-ontext-free languages. For example, letting Gxx be the grammar de�ned bythe following 7 element lexion, with start ategory T, Lxx = fxxj x 2 fa; bg�g:a::=A +l T -l b::=B +l T -l ba::=T +r A -r b::=T +r B -r�::=T +r +l T �::T -r -l �::TAmong the derived strutures in S(Gxx), we �nd the tree on the left below, pronouned abab, whihin GB-like notation would be as on the right:
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>>> <a
<b

>>> <a
<b

<�:T
TPTP4TP2TP0T'T

T'Ta APt1
T'Tb BPt3

T'BP3AP1TP0t0 A'Aa TPt0
B'Bb TPt2

T'T TPt4
GB-style notation indiates the history of the derivation by oindexing eah moved element Xi withits traes ti, making it easy to see that there are several remnant movements in this MG derivation:there are two extrations from the moved phrase TP4, one from the moved phrase TP2, three fromBP3, and so on. It is important to observe that although this language is sometimes alled a `opylanguage', the grammar does not use any opying operation; no operation applies to an argument toyield a struture that ontains two opies of that argument.The MGs de�ned here are based on the slightly more omplex grammars of Stabler (1997). Theyhave been used to apture a range of Minimalist proposals, allowing areful study of their formalproperties.Theorem 1. (Vijay-Shanker, Weir and Joshi 1987; Mihaelis 1998, 2001; Harkema, 2001)L(CF)�L(TAG)=L(CCG)�L(MG)=L(MCTAG)=L(MCFG)=L(LCFRS)�L(CS),7where L(CF) is the set of languages de�ned by ontext free grammars; L(TAG) is the languagesde�nable by tree adjoining grammars (Joshi, 1987); L(MCTAG) is the languages de�nable byset-loal multiple-omponent tree adjoining grammars (Joshi, 1987; Weir, 1988); L(CCG) isthe languages de�nable by ombinatory ategorial grammars as de�ned by Vijay-Shanker,Weir, and Joshi (1987); L(MG) is the languages de�nable by MGs; L(MCFG) is the languagesde�nable by multiple ontext free grammars (Seki et al., 1991); L(LCFRS) is the languagesde�nable by linear ontext free rewrite systems (Weir, 1988); and, L(CS) is the languagesde�ned by ontext sensitive grammars.These proofs of equations in Theorem 1 are onstrutive, showing how, for example, given an arbitraryMG grammar, we an onstrut a multiple ontext free grammar (MCFG) whih de�nes exatly thesame language. The needed onstrutions are quite straightforward, suggesting a similarity in theirreursive mehanisms. The translation from MGs to the well-studied MCFG, for example, allows nstep MG derivations to orrespond to isomorphi n-step MCFG derivations.8 In fat, some of thesereipes for translating between grammars have been automated as a kind of ompilation step. TheMG languages are `mildly ontext sensitive' in the sense of Joshi (1985), and they an be reognizedin polynomial time (Harkema, 2000).The MGs de�ned above use struture-building rules that are rather similar to standard Minimalistproposals, but better insight into theoretial proposals might be obtained by enrihing and adjustingthe simple MG with more of the mehanisms reviewed in x1. Many suh studies have been arried out,revealing a surprising expressive equivalene of many ideas:7For linguists who believe that there is be a �xed, universal set of features that trigger movement in human languages,it may be of interest to note that the referenes ited establish an in�nite subhierarhy between L(CF) and L(MG). Leta k-MG be an MG in whih there are k di�erent features f suh that +f appears in the lexion. Then L(0-MG)=L(CF),and for any k � 0, and L(k-MG)�L((k + 1)-MG).8Given the ontroversies around the use of empty ategories in Chomskian grammar, it is interesting to note thatwhile the straightforward translation of MGs to MCFGs preserves the empty ategories, Seki et al. (1991, Lemma 2.2)show how, given any MCFG, it is possible to onstrut an equivalent grammar with no empty ategories (exept possiblythe omplete, empty sentene) and no rules that delete string arguments, but this onstrution an inrease grammarsize exponentially.
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Theorem 2. (Mihaelis 2001, 2002; Kobele 2002; Stabler 1997, 2001, 2003, 2010)L(MG)=L(MGH)=L(MT)=L(DMG)=L(CMG)=L(PMG),where MGH extends MG with head movement and with overt phrasal movement (QR); MTis a version of Brody's `mirror theory'; DMG modi�es MGs so that seletion of heads andspei�ers an be on the left or on the right; CMG extends MGs by �rst onating liensorswith seletors, and liensees with ategories, and also allowing ertain features to persist whenheked; and �nally PMG extends MGs by designating ertain ategorial features as `phases'whih blok extration from their omplements.The proofs of these results are again onstrutive, providing reipes for onversions between formalismswith slightly di�erent mehanisms.The onvergene of formalisms revealed by Theorems 1 and 2 might be taken as on�rmation of thehypothesis that human languages are MG de�nable, on�rming Joshi's (1985) hypothesis that humanlanguages are `mildly ontext sensitive'. MG variants not onforming to this hypothesis are easilyde�ned (G�artner and Mihaelis, 2007; Kobele, 2005; Kobele and Mihaelis, 2005), but mainly, theseinvolve theoretial proposals that are not well motivated.The idea that the onvergene represented by Theorems 1 and 2 supports the hypothesis thathuman languages are MG de�nable has been seriously attaked, though, as being too weak and asbeing too strong. Notie that these attaks onern not just a partiular Minimalist proposal or evenMinimalism in general, but a wide range of proposals in various traditions of syntax.The idea that the onvergene is too weak omes mainly from the fat that, while the reognitionproblem for MG de�nable languages is polynomial, the `universal reognition problem' for MGs { aproblem inludes grammar size along with input size parameters { is intratable, EXP-POLY timeomplete (Kaji et al., 1994, 1992; Satta, 1992). So for example, if one thinks of the language learneras exploring the lass of MGs using a universal parsing strategy (possibly involving some kind of MGompilation to obtain a feasible reognizer), then both grammar size and input size matter, and thisintratability result suggests that some reformulation of the problem may be required.9 Perhaps weshould try to see human languages as falling in a more restrited lass. Let a k-MG be an MG inwhih there are k di�erent features f suh that +f appears in the lexion (see footnote 7). Then weould onsider the stronger hypothesis that human languages are in L(k-MG) for some partiular k,or in L(TAG).The idea that the onvergene represented by the previous Theorems is already too strong { i.e.in spite of the onvergene of independent formalisms and traditions, it is simply false that humanlanguages are MG de�nable { omes from a number of fronts. Various linguists have pointed outapparent regularities in human languages whih are not de�nable by MG-equivalent formalisms. Theseinlude Old Georgian ase marking (Mihaelis and Kraht, 1997), German srambling (Rambow, 1994),and Chinese number names (Radzinski, 1991). More entral to the Minimalist program is evideneof opying in syntax, mentioned above. Intuitively, the struture building rules of MGs and similarformalisms merge and rearrange substrings, but opying rules double their arguments. Chomsky's IMand similar proposals are expliitly and intentionally presented as opying proposals: a multidominanestruture is reated by IM in whih a single element (of unbounded size) may have more than oneparent, allowing it to be pronouned (or partially pronouned) in more than one position. If thepronuniation of strutures built by IM an involve pronouning a omplete phrase in multiple plaes,as suggested in x1.2 above, this an a�et the expressive power of the grammar signi�antly. Kobele(2006) de�nes suh an extension of MGs, and shows that the de�nable languages fall in the lass ofparallel multiple ontext free (PMCFG) languages, where L(MCFG)�L(PMCFG). The MG variantsof Theorem 2 an all be modi�ed in this way to allow opying in ertain instanes of im, produinga similarly equivalent but now more expressive range of grammatial options, de�ning languages inL(PMCFG) with harder but still polynomial reognition problems (Seki et al., 1991). It appears thatmost Minimalist syntatiians are persuaded that a step of this kind is empirially well-supported, butthe question is ertainly not settled. We seem to have arguments for more restritive grammars andfor less restritive grammars. Muh urrent mathematial interest is foused on this problem.9Cf., Barton, Berwik, and Ristad (1987, x8) on GPSG. While GPSGs de�ne only ontext free languages, reognizablein polynomial time, the universal reognition problem for GPSG is EXP-POLY time hard.
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3 Logial and ategorial analyses3.1 MSO and tree automataAs noted by Higginbotham (1997, x7.3), logial studies of GB theory (Rogers 1994, 1999; Kraht 1995)onluded that it is a ontext free grammar notation, up to o-indexing of onstituents. But thoseformalizations bloked `remnant movement' with the PBC, as disussed in x1.4 above. Laking theprohibition of remnant movement, MGs de�ne a lass of languages that stritly inludes the ontextfree languages. The logial onnetion between automata and logial de�nability established by B�uhi(1960) and Elgot (1961), whih set the stage for the extension to tree automata and Rogers' study ofGB theory, has inspired analyses of non-ontext-free language lasses like this (M�onnih, 2007; Kobele,Retor�e, and Salvati, 2007; Kolb et al., 2003; Mihaelis, M�onnih, and Morawietz, 2000; Mihaelis,M�onnih, and Morawietz, 2001). In partiular, Bloem and Engelfriet (2000) have shown how monadiseond order logi an be used to speify an output tree as a ertain kind of modi�ation of an inputtree, and suh a transduer is `diretion preserving' if the direted edges of the input tree orrespondto similarly direted edges of the output tree. Using this notion,Theorem 3. (M�onnih, 2007) For every MG, there is a strongly equivalent diretion preserving treetransduer de�nable in monadi seond-order logi.Although trees are ompliated objets and so the formal theory of tree automata remains a speializedtopi, this perspetive on Chomskian proposals is remarkably simple and illuminating.3.2 Type logial grammarA di�erent kind of logial perspetive on Minimalist proposals is provided by multimodal higher-ordertype logi (Moortgat, 1996, x4). That system has Turing power (Carpenter, 1999; Moot, 2002) so ofourse it an enode any MG derivation, but a partiularly transparent representation is suggestedby Vermaat (2004), with a reipe for representing any MG analysis as a type-logial proof.10 Torepresent trees, we use the binary modalities �>; �<, and for eah MG grammar liensee +f , we useunary modalities 2f , }f to ontrol the assoiation of string positions related by im, as allowed by thefollowing strutural postulates (for i 2 f<;>g):}f (A �> B)! }fA �> B [P1℄}fA �> (B �i C)! B �i (C �< }fA) [P2℄}fA �> (B �i C)! B �i (}fA �> C): [P2℄Then the 4 step MG derivation of who Marie praises shown in the previous setion orresponds to thefollowing proof.
C ` C=<V Marie ` D praises ` (Dn<V)=<D who ` 2whDhwhoiwh ` D [2whE℄praises Æ< hwhoiwh ` Dn>V [=<E℄Marie Æ> (praises Æ< hwhoiwh) ` V [n>E℄C Æ< (Marie Æ> (praises Æ< hwhoiwh)) ` CC Æ< (hwhoiwh Æ> (Marie Æ> praises)) ` Chwhoiwh Æ> (C Æ< (Marie Æ> praises)) ` Chwho Æ> (C Æ< (Marie Æ> praises))iwh ` Cwho Æ> (C Æ< (Marie Æ> praises)) ` 2whC [2whI℄[P1℄[P3℄[P2℄ [=<E℄

Notie that the lexial premises are here plaed at the top of the proof tree, with the onlusion atthe root on the bottom. It is easy to reognize in this proof the �rst merging of the lexial elements,followed by the movement of the wh-phrase to initial position where the wh modality of who an`unlok' the whole phrase.10Although multimodal type logis have Turing power, a \landsape" of grammars that inludes weaker systems ispresented by Moortgat (1996). And Moot (2002, x9.3) surveys omplexity results for multi-modal type logis and observes(Thm.9.16) that with only `non-expanding' strutural postulates, these logis de�ne only ontext sensitive languages.
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Considering this representation of Minimalist derivations, Vermaat points out that they are unnat-ural in the type logial perspetive in a number of fundamental respets. First, most work in ategorialapproahes avoids the use of empty ategories as a way to liense type onversions, sine the logi it-self determines in a non-ad-ho way whih type onversions are valid (Moortgat, 1996, Prop.2.18, forexample). Seond, as in the earlier GB theory, in most Minimalist proposals, all the elimination stepsare �rst order. That is, the type that is eliminated is always a simple ategory, and never a higherorder type.11 Finally, and more fundamentally, movement is here treated by the strutural postulateswhih, under a Curry-Howard orrespondene, will have no semanti onsequenes. In type logialgrammar, it is muh more natural to treat movement as the elimination of an empty assumption,whih orresponds by Curry-Howard to �-abstration.From the Minimalist perspetive, on the other hand, the type logial analyses seem unnatural ina number of respets too. First, the use of empty ategories, as for example in the ase of optionallypronouned omplementizers and relative pronouns, is linguistially natural (and see footnote 8).Seond, while MG derivations are quite naturally emulated in type logial grammar, a number of theeasy MG extensions look like they will be more hallenging for the type logiian. In partiular, whileit is indeed unnatural to treat movement with strutural postulates laking semanti onsequenes,the type logial alternative of treating movement as a kind of assumption disharge looks problematitoo, partiularly beause of the possibility that the moved element may be pronouned in more thanone plae, as disussed in x1.2 above. The addition of opying to MGs is notationally and oneptuallystraightforward, and an be done in suh a way that the resulting grammars are all PMCFGs withknown, polynomial reognition methods (Kobele, 2006). It is not lear how type logial grammarshould handle this.12 More generally, while type logial grammar naturally aptures the basi prediateargument relations of MGs, it is less lear how it will extend to agreement, ase marking, and otherdistintions of human languages. Finally, while the type logial framework an emulate MG derivations,no type logial haraterization of the MG de�nable languages is known.Given these di�erenes, it is no surprise that various mixtures of the two traditions are beingexplored (Kanazawa and Salvati, 2007; Retor�e and Salvati, 2007; Amblard, 2007; Vermaat, 2006;Leomte and Retor�e, 1999), not so muh to faithfully realize earlier Chomskian proposals but ratherto attain an elegant and empirially well supported approah.
4 The futureMany developments in the Minimalist program ould not be mentioned in this short review. Only a fewof these have been arefully studied, but very many are now within easy reah. The general tendenytowards simpler mehanisms in Minimalist syntax has allowed substantial and rigorous omparisonsof proposals, both within the Chomskian tradition and aross traditions. Partiularly signi�ant isthe onvergene of Minimalist mehanisms and proposals in the tradition of tree adjoining grammar:minimalist grammars (without opying) are \mildly ontext sensitive" in Joshi's sense, and are natu-rally formalized by grammars that are very similar to other well understood mildly ontext sensitiveformalisms. It is oneivable that, with further results of this sort, Minimalism will bring the rihempirial and theoretial urrents of Chomskian syntax into a more aessible form, beginning an eraof more sophistiated language studies that transend traditional and disiplinary boundaries.11This assumption of GB and Minimalist theorizing is oasionally made expliit. For example, Koopman andSportihe (1991, p.215) say, \No ategory takes as a omplement a syntati ategory orresponding to a non-saturatedprediate." Various Minimalist proposals, like the `parallel merge' (Citko, 2005) mentioned in footnote 2, an be seenas ways of allowing non-�rst-order steps.12Note again that it is a simple matter to apply Vermaat's reipe to the example derivation for abab 2 Lxx in x2 above.But in the �rst plae, that grammar does not have opying in the sense of an operation that doubles the pronounedlength of its arguments. And in the seond plae, Vermaat does not establish that the lexial type assignments providedby her reipe de�ne exatly the language Lxx. Similarly Shan (2005, Figure 2.30) gives a type logial grammar for Lxx,but does not establish that his grammar does, in fat, de�ne exatly Lxx. In ontrast, it is relatively easy to establishthat simple MGs or MCFGs for this language are orret with an indution on derivation length (Cornell, 1996, forexample).
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